Name: ___________________________

Contractions

1. The contraction **haven't** is made up of two words: ___________ and ___________.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): _________.
   Use the word **haven't** in a sentence: _________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

2. The contraction **we'll** is made up of two words: ___________ and ___________.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): _________.
   Use the word **we'll** in a sentence: _________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

3. The contraction **doesn't** is made up of two words: ___________ and ___________.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): _________.
   Use the word **doesn't** in a sentence: _________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

4. The contraction **they've** is made up of two words: ___________ and ___________.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): _________.
   Use the word **they've** in a sentence: _________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
5. The contraction aren't is made up of two words: ________ and ________.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): _______
   Use the word aren't in a sentence: ________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

6. The contraction she's is made up of two words: ________ and ________.
   __________________________
   Use the word she's in a sentence: ______________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

7. The contraction you'll is made up of two words: ________ and ________.
   __________________________
   Use the word you'll in a sentence: ______________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

8. The contraction they're is made up of two words: ________ and ________.
   __________________________
   Use the word they're in a sentence: ______________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
1. The contraction haven't is made up of two words: **have** and **not**.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): **o**
   Use the word haven't in a sentence: **Answers will vary.**
   example: I haven't seen you here before.

2. The contraction we'll is made up of two words: **we** and **will**.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): **w and i**
   Use the word we'll in a sentence: **Answers will vary.**
   example: We'll be there soon.

3. The contraction doesn’t is made up of two words: **does** and **not**.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): **o**
   Use the word doesn’t in a sentence: **Answers will vary.**
   example: He doesn’t understand.

4. The contraction they've is made up of two words: **they** and **have**.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): **h and a**
   Use the word they've in a sentence: **Answers will vary.**
   example: They’ve gone away on vacation.
ANSWER KEY

Contractions

5. The contraction aren’t is made up of two words: are and not.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): o
   Use the word aren’t in a sentence: Answers will vary.
   example: There aren’t any peanuts left in the bowl.

6. The contraction she’s is made up of two words: she and is or has.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): i or ha
   Use the word she’s in a sentence: Answers will vary.
   example: She’s a very nice person.

7. The contraction you’ll is made up of two words: you and will.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): w and i
   Use the word you’ll in a sentence: Answers will vary.
   example: You’ll never guess what I have in my pocket.

8. The contraction they’re is made up of two words: they and are.
   The apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter(s): a
   Use the word they’re in a sentence: Answers will vary.
   example: They’re very kind people.